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Abstract
In this research a balloon/drone based aerial platform for remote particulate

matter pollutant monitoring is developed. Using balloon and drones, it can monitor
air pollution at high altitude above ground and trace the origin as needed. Based on
Arduino platform, the collected data are sent back to ground station via long-range
wireless communication. It is then be uploaded to cloud server so that users can
monitor the real-time air pollution remotely from smartphones and laptops.
Compared to traditional ground air pollution monitoring stations, such aerial
platform can detect air pollution above ground with improved convenience and
flexibility. It can also be extended as a general aerial monitoring platform for other
environmental and geographical conditions.

Fig. 1. Balloon/Drone based aerial platforms for remote PM2.5 sensing

Introduction

Fig. 3. RFD900+ modem based long range RF 
communication modules (range: up to 50 km) Fig. 4. Drone carrying payload
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Fig.7. Tableau visualization/analysis of PM2.5 air pollution data

Fig. 11. Artificial Intelligence based swarm UAVs tracing origin of air pollution

Fig.8. Customized “UB” solar UAV for improved flight time in PM2.5 monitoring

Fig. 6. Measured PM10 levelFig. 5. Measured PM2.5 level

World Health Organization (WHO) estimated air pollution leads to ~7 million
premature deaths in 2012. Particulate matters with diameter ≤2.5µm (PM2.5) are
especially harmful and can lead to lung cancer. Traditional ground-based particulate
matter (PM) sensing can only monitor air pollution on surface. Stationary PM2.5
sensors lack the flexibility to trace the origin of pollution or to focus on certain
points-of-interest. In this project, a balloon/drone based aerial platform is developed
for remote PM2.5 sensing. It uses Arduino-based IoT (Internet-of-Things) platform
with various sensors to sense air pollution, stores the data on-board and sends it
back to ground station via long-range wireless communication. The data is then
uploaded to the cloud server to be read by users remotely using smartphones and
laptops. The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1.

Results and Discussions
The sensing modules for monitoring PM2.5 pollutants, temperature, pressure and

other parameters are shown in Figs. 2. The RFD900+ long range RF
communication module is shown in Fig. 3. The payload is carried by the drone into
air (Fig.4).

(a). PM2.5/PM10 sensing (b). Pressure, altitude sensing (c). Sensing with RF module
Fig. 2. Air pollution sensing system with RF communication

The air pollution sensing system can monitor the air pollutants and other
parameters, log the data into microSD card on-board, and/or send the data to
ground station. Some measured PM2.5/PM10 data are shown in Figs 5-6.

The balloon/drone based air pollution sensing system collects huge
amount of data. Tableau software is used for visualization and analysis of
air pollution data to interpret the trends of PM pollution and analyze its
relationship with various factors such as traffic, human activities, season
changes, etc. It can also be used to plot 2D/3D heat map of the air pollution.

In addition to the commercially available drones (e.g. DJI Phantom4), we
also designed and implemented our own customized drones for increased
payload capacity and extended flight time. One of our customized solar-
powered “UB drone” is shown in Fig. 8.

We actively involved graduate/undergraduate students at UB during the
research. This greatly promoted students’ interest in STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) and aerospace fields. We also
disseminated the research results into local community (e.g. Bridgeport
Discovery Museum, middle/high schools).

(a). Implemented solar-powered “UB” UAV        (b). Students operating UAV

Fig. 9. Outdoor balloon launching   Fig.10. Dissemination in Bridgeport museum 
Artificial intelligence (AI) can also play important role in air pollution

data analysis/interpretation. We utilizes AI and machine learning to
interpret collected data of air pollution, analyze its trends and relationship
with various factors. We also developed an effective algorithm to guide
swarm of UAVs to trace the origin whenever unusual activity is detected.

Conclusion
In this research, we developed a balloon/drone based aerial platform for

remote particulate matter pollutant monitoring. Artificial intelligence is
used for data interpretation and analysis. It can also be extended as a
general aerial monitoring platform for other environmental and
geographical conditions.
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